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Context

The growing demand for unmanned and manned air

vehicles brings new challenges to urban airspace in the

near future. Most existing air transportation networks

are not capable to handle this demand, which is likely

to cause congestion, high traffic complexity, and safety

issues.

To adapt the demand to the current airspace capac-

ity, this poster presents some preliminary results of un-

manned traffic structurization. The contribution of this

work is three-fold:

• A flow dependent air traffic complexity criterion is

developed from the air traffic complexity indicator

based on trajectory measurement and Linear

Dynamical System (LDS).

• A novel complexity-optimal air traffic assignment

model is developed from the macroscopic point of

view.

• The problem is efficiently solved using a two-step

resolution algorithm based on Dafermos’ algorithm.

Mathematical model

Air transportation network representation:
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Figure 1: Example of a two-layer network

Density points, flow sharing and complexity area:

Figure 2: Grid partition on link e

Figure 3: Illustration of density points on grids, discal

complexity evaluation areas, and vector field of LDS

Linear dynamical system: In a two dimensional space,

a LDS can be expressed as the following form of a differ-

ential equation of motion:

v = Ax + b (1)

where x denotes the state vector of the system, v rep-

resents the speed vector, A and b are coefficient matrix

and vector.

The weighted Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE)

estimator is employed to adjust the parameters of LDS:

Ee,i =
∑
g∈Ae,i

ωg‖vg − (Ae,ixg + be,i)‖2 (2)

The matrix Âe,i that minimizes the MMSE can be de-

rived by using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [1].

Let λ1
e,i and λ2

e,i be it’s two eigenvalues. The dominant

eigenvalue λ̂e,i is defined as:

λ̂e,i = max(|Re(λ1
e,i)|, |Re(λ2

e,i)|) (3)
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Figure 4: Evolution in terms of eigenvalues

Optimization problem formulation:

min
{fe|e∈E}

∑
e∈E

1

N e
eval

N e
eval∑
i=1

λ̂e,i
∑
e′∈Eqe,i

fe′

s.t. fe −
∑
w∈W

Rw∑
i=1

δe,w,iF
i
w = 0, e ∈ E

F i
w ≥ 0, w ∈ W , i ∈ {1, ..., Rw}
Rw∑
i=1

F i
w = dw, w ∈ W

(4)

where fe is the link flow, Fe is the path flow, dw is the

demand.

Resolution algorithm

Dafermos’ algorithm is designed to determine the flow

patterns under System Equilibrium (SE) in a transporta-

tion network [2]. Given the initial traffic distribution,

this algorithm searches the most expensive route and the

least expensive route in terms of marginal cost for each

Origin-Destination (OD) pair.

We propose a two-step strategy to improve the Dafer-

mos’ algorithm:

1 Brute force, exact determination of path with the

max and min marginal cost.

2 Random optimization strategy, forced flow transfer.

...

(a) Dafermos’ algo

...

(b) Mod Dafermos’ algo

Figure 5: An iteration of original and modified algorithm

Figure 6: Random optimization strategy

Preliminary results

The initial global cost function value of these two net-

works are 367,225 and 245,940. These values goes down

to 9,068.5 and 12,963 with application of the resolution

algorithm.

(a) Network G1 (b) Network G2

Figure 7: Evolution of global cost function

The resolution algorithm diverts the path from complex

areas. Some unnecessary or long-distance paths may also

be avoided. On the basis of the design of the link cost

function, the link flow associated with the same node is

balanced and optimally distributed to mitigate the con-

gestion and traffic complexity. Even if some links are

allocated with massive flows, their costs can be quite

low.

(a) Network G1 (b) Network G2

Figure 8: Link costs under initial flow allocation

(a) Network G1 (b) Network G2

Figure 9: Link cost and flow after assignment

Conclusion

This poster presents a preliminary research that shed

light on mitigating the traffic complexity and congestion

of urban airspace based on the transportation network

representation from a macroscopic perspective. With

such traffic assignment strategy, aircraft will make ef-

fective use of networks in urban airspace. Congestion

and traffic complexity are satisfying. Besides, the num-

ber and the difficulty of potential conflicts will also be

strongly mitigated.
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